
Created on Friday 25 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Yin and Yan
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1402

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 1 of 189



Created on Saturday 26 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Butterfly Picture
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1130

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 32.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 2 of 189



Created on Saturday 26 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Pink Still Life
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1374

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 3 of 189



Created on Saturday 26 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Italian hospitality
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1113

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 70 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 62.52 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 4 of 189



Created on Saturday 26 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Dog with Flowers
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1189

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 35 cm.

Price: € 30.37 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 5 of 189



Created on Monday 28 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Squirell
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-359

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 25.81 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 6 of 189



Created on Monday 28 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Portrait of the Leopard
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1400

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 25.35 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 7 of 189



Created on Monday 28 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Gates to the Garden
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1329

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 8 of 189



Created on Wednesday 30 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Two under umbrella
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1303

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 32.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 9 of 189



Created on Tuesday 29 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cloun Fish
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1061

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20 cm. x 18 cm.

Price: € 12.13 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 10 of 189



Created on Tuesday 29 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Peonies Bouquet
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1313

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 11 of 189



Created on Wednesday 30 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sad Dog
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-357

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 25.81 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 12 of 189



Created on Tuesday 29 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cat with Glasses
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-3003

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 38.77 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 13 of 189



Created on Tuesday 29 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Red Pepper
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1382

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 24 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 23.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 14 of 189



Created on Tuesday 29 November, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Wisdom of Elephants
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1385

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 15 of 189



Created on Tuesday 20 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Butterfly on the flower
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1205

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 16 of 189



Created on Tuesday 20 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cappuccino
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1176

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 44.36 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 17 of 189



Created on Tuesday 20 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Red Phantasy
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1395

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 18 of 189



Created on Tuesday 20 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flight on the Balloon
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1414

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 56.47 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 19 of 189



Created on Tuesday 20 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Paris Romance
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1409

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 56.47 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 20 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Coffee bow
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1233

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 38 cm.

Price: € 40.29 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 30 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Bird on the branch
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1102

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 49 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 30 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cocktail
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-140

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 52.54 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 30 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Daisies and Cornflowers
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1245

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 56.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 30 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Toscana
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1107

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 68.87 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 January, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flower Music
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1181

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 56.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 30 December, 2016

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Elephant with the Mother
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1398

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 02 January, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flower Secret
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1389

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 24 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 23.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 January, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Tiger eyes
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1230

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 13 cm.

Price: € 18.68 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 January, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Summer Dance
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1214

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 60 cm.

Price: € 84.04 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 01 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Blue Rose
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-15

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 22 cm. x 24 cm.

Price: € 19.73 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 01 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Peacocks
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-67

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 75 cm.

Price: € 89.66 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 01 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sleeping Dog
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-322

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 35 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 25.81 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 01 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Summer Tree
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-343

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 56.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 02 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cockatoo
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-361

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 25.81 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 02 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Little Monkey
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-358

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 25.81 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 02 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Owl
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-365

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 25.81 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Girl in the Hat
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-381

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 43.76 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 02 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Summer Landscape
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-405

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 15 cm. x 15 cm.

Price: € 12.13 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Swans
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-421

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 55 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 56.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Summer Holiday
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1043

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 38 cm. x 46 cm.

Price: € 43.76 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

During the storm
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1067

Brand new and straight from the East, A
brand new creative idea, straight from
theEast! It's Diamond Painting (though
also known as Diamond Stitching and
Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an
amazing result, ideal for wonderful home
decor! Easy to do and suitable even for
little ones, all "Diamond" projects are
made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive
canvas and place the crystals, by following
the provided color/symbol key: do not
remove the protective film completely at
once and just apply the crystals with the
tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as
possible to each other and... You'll see
your project grow up and get more and
more breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby,
for an amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive
layer and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones
(crystals), with 9 edges, for better and
brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 55 cm. x 41 cm.

Price: € 52.54 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Captain Wheel
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1068

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 27.99 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Seychelles
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1088

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 38 cm.

Price: € 53.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Playing Dolphins
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1089

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 27.99 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

True Friends
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1098

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 41 cm. x 62 cm.

Price: € 67.71 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Ladybug
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1115

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20 cm. x 20 cm.

Price: € 15.17 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Ermitage
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1109

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 68.87 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cheese & Wine
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1111

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 57.21 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sunset on the Coast
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1154

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 70 cm. x 60 cm.

Price: € 98.04 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Coffee Journey
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1171

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 44.36 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Mokka
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1172

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 44.36 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 11 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cats Eyes
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1184

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 35 cm.

Price: € 49.01 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 11 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Watchful Owl
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1187

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 37 cm.

Price: € 56.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 11 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Pink Rose
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1202

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 25 cm.

Price: € 23.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Park
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1342

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 56.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sea Reef
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1364

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 15 cm. x 15 cm.

Price: € 11.06 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 15 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Grey Cat
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1415

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 35.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 15 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Lions
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1399

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 17 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Violets Tenderness
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1370

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 17 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Warm Memories
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1380

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 17 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Last Supper
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-5036

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 17 February, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

King of the North
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-3022

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 56.47 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 29 March, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Lilac Bouquet
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1314

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 30 March, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Two Stars
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1056

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 20 cm.

Price: € 22.17 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 30 March, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Seashells on the shore
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1060

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 32.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 30 March, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Seashells on the map
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1087

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 28.01 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 30 March, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Blue Irises
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1248

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 28 cm.

Price: € 31.52 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 03 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sailboat at sunset
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1092

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 51 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 03 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Mountain landscape
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1137

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 37 cm.

Price: € 46.45 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 03 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Chateau Bordeaux
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1157

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 68.87 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 03 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cote d'Azur
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1229

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 56.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 03 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Rainy mood
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1159

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 67.71 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Ladybugs
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1247

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 55 cm.

Price: € 60.69 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Walk under the rain
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1302

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 58.36 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Solar flowers
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1311

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 60 cm.

Price: € 42.39 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Night Romance
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1310

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 25 cm.

Price: € 30.01 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Shepherdess
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1418

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 35.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 06 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Spring mood
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1315

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 19.57 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 06 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Coast
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1362

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 06 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sweets for tea
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1426

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 35.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 08 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Safari
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1397

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 10 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Tea Still Life
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1432

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 35.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 09 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Frosty twilight
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1407

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 80 cm. x 45 cm.

Price: € 86.64 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 12 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Tea Tradition
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1430

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 35.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 12 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Provencal tea
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1427

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 35.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 12 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Fiery carp
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-3026

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 38.68 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 12 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Soul of the wolf
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-3021

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 38.68 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 12 April, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

This is Love
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1410

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 60 cm.

Price: € 81.91 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 08 May, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Yorkshire
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1191

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 35 cm.

Price: € 30.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 08 May, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Green Pepper
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1381

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 24 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 23.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 29 May, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Dachshund
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1457

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 35.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 29 May, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Spitz
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1461

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 35.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 27 June, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

The long-awaited motor ship
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1485

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20 cm. x 20 cm.

Price: € 15.17 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 25 July, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Roses and hydrangeas
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1508

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 25 July, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Foul poppies
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1510

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 31 July, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Mystical Lotus
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1507

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 20 August, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Pine on the slope of the cliff
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1140

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 43.76 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 20 August, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Scottish lop-eared
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1465

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 37.34 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 20 August, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Pugs
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1460

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 37.34 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 28 August, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cherry Serenade
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1473

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 24 cm.

Price: € 23.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 September, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Scrap scratch
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1515

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 September, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Black Panther
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1522

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 September, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Little lion
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1524

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 29 September, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Snow Leopard
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1520

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 51.83 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 29 September, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Tiger by the river
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1523

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 27 November, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Heavenly Lights
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1551

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 27 November, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Spilled Milk
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1529

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand
new creative idea, straight from theEast! It's
Diamond Painting (though also known as
Diamond Stitching and Diamond Mosaic) and
guarantees an amazing result, ideal for wonderful
home decor! Easy to do and suitable even for
little ones, all "Diamond" projects are made by
simply completing an image, with small synthetic
crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the
crystals with the tweezers (also included), trying
to push them slightly and placing them as close
as possible to each other and... You'll see your
project grow up and get more and more breath-
taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 27 November, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

The young ballerina
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1559

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 27 November, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Lovely chocolates
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1533

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer and
peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 60 cm.

Price: € 42.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 02 December, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Naughty puppy
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1542

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20 cm. x 25 cm.

Price: € 18.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 02 December, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Lacemaker
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1532

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 02 December, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Intellectual
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1544

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 24 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 23.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 02 December, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Fluffy Hunter
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1546

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 24 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 23.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 05 December, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Watercolor fantasy
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1557

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 05 December, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flower dream
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1562

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 05 December, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Owl's Look
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1549

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 25 cm.

Price: € 23.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 05 December, 2017

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Little Friends
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1543

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 22.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 January, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Chihuahua
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1569

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 15 cm. x 15 cm.

Price: € 11.06 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 January, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Dog with Hat
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1570

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 15 cm. x 15 cm.

Price: € 11.06 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 May, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Mystical Cat
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1596

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 May, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Raccoon Sweet-toothed
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1606

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 25 cm.

Price: € 23.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 May, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Beagle
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1608

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 25 cm.

Price: € 23.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 11 May, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Shining Metropolis
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1602

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 70 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 09 July, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Green-eyed kitten
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1640

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 15 cm. x 15 cm.

Price: € 11.06 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

The key of all doors
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1597

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 24 cm.

Price: € 25.68 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Poppy Field
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1625

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Peacock and Sakura
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1624

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Owls on the Hunt
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1644

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Naughty Husky
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1621

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 25 cm.

Price: € 23.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Bouquet with lilies
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1648

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sakura on the shore
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1651

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 September, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Follow me Brooklyn
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1632

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 05 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Fjord
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1684

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 05 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Rough Waterfall
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1685

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 46.70 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 05 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Poppies in the meadow
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1682

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 34.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 05 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Crane Couple
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1664

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 60 cm.

Price: € 42.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 05 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Need warm
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1672

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 15 cm. x 15 cm.

Price: € 11.73 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 05 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Fox and Flowers
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1662

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 25.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 05 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cat in a wreath
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1659

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 25.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 22 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Noble deer
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1692

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 22 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Fluffy prankster
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1694

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 29.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 22 November, 2018

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Peonies and roses
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1696

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 43.76 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 12 February, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Neon Butterfly
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1713

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 25 cm. x 25 cm.

Price: € 23.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 06 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Italian Dusk
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1795

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 70 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 49.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 06 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Bengal Cat and Butterfly
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1789

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 12 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Wolves
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1818

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Eagle Song
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1814

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 70 cm.

Price: € 81.71 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Lilac by the Window
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1819

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 70 cm.

Price: € 81.71 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Bouquet
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1817

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 02 January, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

At Sunset
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1824

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 51.83 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 02 January, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Peacocks
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1825

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 70 cm.

Price: € 81.71 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 12 March, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Pug and Doughnuts
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1802

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 12 March, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Beautiful Peacock
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1801

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 12 March, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Family
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1798

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 March, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Mountain Hut
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1805

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 March, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Alpine Sunset
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1806

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 March, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Orient Express
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1797

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 March, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Santorini Evening
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1803

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 22 July, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sleepy Panda
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1826

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 22 July, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Tiger Look
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1827

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 22 July, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flamingo in the Smoke
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1829

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 60 cm.

Price: € 42.03 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 22 July, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Amsterdam
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1832

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 56.47 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 22 July, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Golden Gate Bridge
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1833

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 22 July, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Blooming Sakura
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1835

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 24 September, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Angel with Lantern
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1780

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 24 September, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Pianist
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1836

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 04 June, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Romantic Bouquet
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1867

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 43.76 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 04 June, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

The Wolf Inside
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1870

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 48.45 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 04 June, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Orchid on Marble
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1865

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 04 June, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Black Cat
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1899

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 04 June, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Loving British Cat
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1857

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 04 June, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Black Cat in the Flowers
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1900

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 33.72 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 04 June, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Venetian Sunset
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1872

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 01 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Butterflies
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1914

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 01 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

The Road to the Ocean
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1912

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 30 cm.

Price: € 42.77 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 01 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

City by the Sea
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1909

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 59.14 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 01 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Landscape with Waterfall
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1910

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 59.14 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 01 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

The Dream
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1913

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 59.14 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 01 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

In the Clearing
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1918

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 59.14 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 01 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Autumn
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1915

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 48.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Trinity-Izmailovsky Cathedral
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1952

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 59.14 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

St. Isaac's Square
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1953

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 59.14 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

St. Isaac's Cathedral
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1954

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 48.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Blagoveshchenskiy Bridge
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1957

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 59.14 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Kazan Cathedral
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1958

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 60 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 59.14 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Panorama of St. Petersburg
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-1956

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 41.32 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 31 January, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Tiger on the Tree
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-4122

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 31 January, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Tiger in Flowers
da: Artibalta

Modello: SCHDP-AZ-4123

Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
The kit includes:
- pre-printed canvas, with special adhesive layer
and peel-off, protective film;
- 2.5X2.5 mm acrylic rhinestones (crystals), with 9
edges, for better and brighter light reflection;
- tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 31.24 (incl. VAT)
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